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Recently it was shown that if a given state fulfils the reduction criterion, it must also satisfy the known
entropic inequalities. The natural question arises as to whether it is possible to derive some scalar inequalities
stronger than the entropic ones, assuming that stronger criteria based on positive but not completely positive
maps are satisfied. In the present paper we show that if certain conditions hold, the extended reduction criterion
�H.-P. Breuer, Phys. Rev. Lett 97, 080501 �2006�; W. Hall, J. Phys. A 40, 6183 �2007�� leads to some
entropiclike inequalities, much stronger than their entropic counterparts. The comparison of the derived in-
equalities with other separability criteria shows that such an approach might lead to strong scalar criteria
detecting both distillable and bound entanglement. In particular, in the case of SO�3�-invariant states it is
shown that the present inequalities detect entanglement in regions, in which linear entanglement witnesses
based on the extended reduction map fail. It should also be emphasized that in the case of 2 � d states the
derived inequalities detect entanglement efficiently, while the extended reduction maps are useless, when
acting on the qubit subsystem. Moreover, there is a natural way to construct a many-copy entanglement
witnesses based on the derived inequalities so, in principle, there is a possibility of experimental realization.
Some open problems and possibilities for further research are outlined.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum entanglement, quite well understood for pure
states �1,2�, was much later formalized for mixed states �3�
and developed into a key ingredient of quantum information
theory, including especially quantum communication �see
Ref. �4�, and references therein�. In the bipartite case, a
mixed quantum state acting on a finite-dimensional Hilbert
space HAB=HA � HB is called separable if and only if it is of
the form �3�

� = �
i

pi�A
�i�

� �̃B
�i�. �1.1�

Otherwise it is called entangled or inseparable. In the above
formula �A

�i� and �̃B
�i� are density matrices acting on the Hilbert

spaces HA and HB, respectively, pi�0 and �ipi=1. The defi-
nition is consistent with the pure state scenario, in which the
state is entangled if and only if the vector representing it
����HA � HB is not a tensor product of vectors describing
the subsystems

��� � ��� � ��� , �1.2�

where ����HA and ����HB.
Schrödinger �2� pointed out that the essence of pure en-

tangled state is of the informational kind, i.e., the total infor-
mation about the system exceeds the information about its
subsystems. In fact, the total information is maximal �since
the state is pure� while the local ones are not �since the
subsystems are mixed�. For mixed states the above
Schrödinger intuition was first formalized in terms of the von

Neumann entropy S1���=−Tr�� log ��. Namely, it was ob-
served in Ref. �5� that any separable state has to obey the
converse rule, i.e., it must have the entropy of the total sys-
tem greater than entropies of the subsystems

S1��A� � S1��� and S1��B� � S1��� , �1.3�

where �A�B�=TrB�A��. Thus any violation of the above con-
ditions implies entanglement �see also Ref. �6� for an analy-
sis of special examples�. Recently this fact was shown to
play a central role in the quantum version of Slepian-Wolf
theorem �7�, which solves the long-standing open problem
�analyzed first for pure states in Ref. �8�� of full physical
interpretation of negative quantum conditional entropy
S1���−S1��A�. In particular, it stimulated the development of
operational approach to other quantum conditional quantities
�9�. Note also that the conditional entropy of another kind,
based on �-entropy with �=� �see below�, happens to play
an important role in some cryptographic scenarios �10�.

The condition �1.3� belongs to the so-called scalar criteria
of entanglement. Its generalization, stating that any separable
state should satisfy

S���A� � S���� and S���B� � S���� „� � �0,��…
�1.4�

were derived first for special values of the parameter �
�5,11,12� and special class of separable states �13�. Later Eq.
�1.4� was proved to hold for the whole range of �� �0,��
�14,15�. Here, by S� we denote, e.g., the Renyi entropy de-
fined as

S�
R =

1

1 − �
log Tr��. �1.5�

Straightforward calculations lead to more operational forms
of the inequalities �1.4�, which for �� �1,�� become
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Tr�A
� � Tr�� and Tr�B

� � Tr��, �1.6�

while for �� �0,1�,

Tr�A
� � Tr�� and Tr�B

� � Tr��. �1.7�

Let us recall that for �=1 the Renyi entropy reduces to the
von Neumann entropy S1. For �=0 we have S0

R���=R���
with R�·� denoting the rank of a given matrix. Finally, for
�=�, S�

R���=−log���, where � · � is a standard operator
norm. Thus for �=� the conditions �1.4� become �38�

��A� � ��� and ��B� � ��� . �1.8�

It is worth mentioning that the above entropic criteria can
be viewed as a prototype of nonlinear separability criteria
that has been recently intensively developed in Refs. �16,17�.
In particular, the new class of entropic inequalities that in-
volve Klein-like entropies, i.e., entropies of output statistics
of measurements �17�.

Recently an experimental illustration of the inequality Eq.
�1.6� for �=2 has been performed �18�. For experimental
realizations of other quantitative and qualitative nonlinear
separability tests see, e.g., Ref. �19�.

Apart form the scalar criteria discussed above, the so
called structural criteria were introduced �20,21� and inves-
tigated �see Ref. �22�, and references therein�. Here we shall
especially need the separability conditions based on positive
but not completely positive maps �21� �denoted hereafter by
	� with the positive partial transposition �PPT� criterion �20�
as the most famous example. Positive maps, characterizing
separability themselves, allow also for introduction of a dual
picture, i.e., the description in terms of the so-called en-
tanglement witnesses �21,23,24�. Let us recall, that a Hermit-
ian operator W is called an entanglement witness if its mean
value on all separable states is nonnegative and negative for
at least one entangled state. Entanglement witnesses lead to a
popular method of experimental entanglement detection
nowadays �see Ref. �4��. However, some other indirect ap-
plications of the positive map criterion were also proposed.
In particular, the possible measurement of certain functionals
of � and �I � 	���� was discussed in Refs. �25,26�. Here and
further by I we shall be denoting an identity map.

One of the criteria, based on positive maps and important
from the communication point of view is the so-called reduc-
tion criterion �27,28�. It arises from the reduction map,
which acts on a d
d matrix A as 	r�A�= �TrA�1d−A. The
criterion states that any separable state � acting on CdA

� CdB, should retain a nonnegative spectrum after the action
of the map I � 	r, leading to the following operator inequal-
ity:

�A � 1dB
� � . �1.9�

In Ref. �12� the above criterion was shown to imply the first
entropic inequality �1.3�. Later in Ref. �15� the implication
was extended to all entropic inequalities. In this way the
criterion based on the positive map provided the series of
scalar criteria which for a natural number � may be mea-
sured via the collective entanglement witnesses �see, e.g.,
Refs. �18,29��.

In analogy to Refs. �12,15� it is natural to ask a general
question. Is it possible to derive entropiclike inequalities
from other positive maps than the reduction one?

Recently, a new positive map, whose structure is similar
to the reduction map, has been introduced in Refs. �30–32�.
The map leads to the following operator inequality:

�A � 1dB
� � + ��B

U
, �1.10�

and unlike the reduction map, was shown to be indecompos-
able. As such it can detect PPT entangled states �33�. Here �B

U

stands for partial transposition with respect to subsystem B
composed with a local antisymmetric operation U such that
U†U�1d on the second subsystem. Of course, one may write
a similar operator inequality for the subsystem A. Using this
map we give a partially positive answer to the posed ques-
tion. For a large class of states satisfying additional assump-
tions �including, in particular, the states that are isomorphic
to quantum channels� we derive a series of entropiclike in-
equalities which detect entanglement better than their en-
tropic counterparts. We derive also the operator version of
the inequalities.

The paper is organized as follows. The detailed construc-
tion of the inequalities is given in Sec. II. At the beginning
we discuss the case of a two-particle state consisting of a
qubit and qudit �qubit-qudit state� to introduce the method
and discuss some special cases and examples. Then we
present the inequalities for higher-dimensional systems and
give some illustrative examples. In particular, we compare
the derived inequalities with the entropic inequalities and
entanglement witness arising from the Breuer criterion �30�.
In Sec. III we present the corresponding multicopy entangle-
ment witness. In Sec. IV we discuss in more details a special
inequality which, similarly to the entropic one for �=2, can
be measured as a collective entanglement witness on two
copies of a state. Finally, using the fact that bipartite systems
of even dimensions can be simulated by multiqubit states we
show in Secs. IV B and IV C how to check the inequality
experimentally within coalescence-anticoalescence experi-
mental setups known already from the literature �18�.

II. INEQUALITIES

The construction of entropiclike inequalities is based on
the recently introduced positive but not completely positive
indecomposable map �30�, which acts on a d
d matrix A
�here d is an even number� as follows:

	B�A� = �TrA�1d − A − A�. �2.1�

The symbol � denotes the time reversal of A, namely, A�

=VATV†, where V is an antisymmetric antidiagonal unitary
matrix with antidiagonal elements �1, 1d is a d
d identity
matrix, and superscript T denotes the matrix transposition in
the standard basis. This map belongs to the class of indecom-
posable positive maps 	U

�−� introduced by Hall �32�, where
instead of the particular V, an arbitrary antisymmetric �UT

=−U� matrix U such that U†U�1d is taken. The map can be
written in the following form:
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	U
�−��A� = �TrA�1d − A − UATU†. �2.2�

Note that for even d one may take U to be unitary since only
in this case antisymmetric unitaries exist �32�. In further con-
siderations we will concentrate on the special case consid-
ered by Breuer �30�, however, throughout the paper we will
state the facts for general map 	U

�−� whenever possible.
Let us also introduce a positive map similar to the Breuer-

Hall map that will become useful in further considerations.
The only difference a is a change of the sign before the
modified transposition map, i.e.,

	U
�+��A� = �TrA�1d − A + UATU†, �2.3�

where A is again a d
d matrix. The proof of positivity goes
along the same lines as the proof for Breuer-Hall criterion
given in Refs. �30,32�. Notice that 	r= �1 /2��	U

�+�+	U
�−�� and

�U= �1 /2��	U
�+�−	U

�−��.
Before we state the main results let us introduce the fol-

lowing notations:

X�U
= UXTU† = �U�X� , �2.4�

�A
U=�U � I, and, respectively, �B

U= I � �U. As previously
stated, in particular case when U=V, the notation �V	� shall
be used. Finally, we shall denote the standard partial trans-
position with respect to the subsystem A�B� by superscript
TA�B�, i.e., �I � T��X�=XTB and �T � I��X�=XTA.

A. The case of qubit-qudit states

As an introductory example we present the entropic-type
inequalities for qubit-qudit states. It should be emphasized
that the Breuer map 	B cannot be used as a separability
criterion in the case of the states consisting of a qubit and
qudit �when the map acts on the smaller subsystem�, since it
gives zero on arbitrary projector acting on C2. �Hall map 	U

�−�

is equivalent to Breuer map in this case, since each unitary
antisymmetric matrix U acting on the two-dimensional sub-
system can be written as ei�V, which does not change the
map�. However, it does not mean that it is not useful in
detecting entanglement at all. As we will see below it is a
good starting point for derivation of some inequalities.

Let us first recall the Hilbert-Schmidt form of any qubit-
qudit state. If we denote by � the density operator acting on
the Hilbert space C2 � Cd and 
f i� the generators of SU�d�
with f0=1d, then the density matrix � might be written in the
product basis 
i � f j� as

� =
1

2d
�
i=0

3

�
j=0

d2−1

�iji � f j . �2.5�

On the first subsystem the basis is chosen to be Pauli matri-
ces defined as

1 = �0 1

1 0
, 2 = �0 − i

i 0
, 3 = �1 0

0 − 1
 �2.6�

with 0=12. Coefficients �ij are given by �ij = �d /2�Tr��i

� f j�, �00=1, �i0=Tr��Ai�, �0j = �d /2�Tr��Bf j�, and thus real.
The convention in such that Trf if j =2�ij for i , j=1, ... ,d.

In the Hilbert-Schmidt formalism one may easily recog-
nize how the map �A acts on �. When acting on the two-
dimensional subsystem the unitary matrix V is just −i2.
Thus, for arbitrary j=0,1 ,2 ,3 we have the following rela-
tion:

V jV
† = 2 j2 = 2�2j j −  j = �− 1� j j , �2.7�

which, in turn, implies that ��A has the following Hilbert-
Schmidt representation:

��A =
1

2d
� �

j=0

d2−1

�0j12 � f j − �
i=1

3

�
j=0

d2−1

�iji � f j . �2.8�

Comparison of Eqs. �2.5� and �2.8� leads immediately to the
fact that �+��A =12 � �B. Thus the Beuer map �2.1� indeed
gives zero when acting on the two-dimensional subsystem.
On the other hand, one recognizes in this equality the equiva-
lence between transposition and reduction maps when both
act on a 2
2 matrix �27,28�, i.e., 	r�A�=��A�. Following
Ref. �15� and using the above relations we may write the
following equalities for ��1:

Tr�B
� = Tr��12 � �B

�−1� = Tr��12 � �B��−1 = Tr��� + ��A��−1.

�2.9�

Equation �2.9�, though seemingly not useful for detecting
entanglement, may be used to derive some inequalities which
are stronger than the entropic ones.

Before we make the general considerations for a natural
��2 let us investigate the cases of �=3,4 ,5 �for �=2 the
procedure presented beneath still holds, however, it leads to
the standard entropic inequality�, since for these values of �
we do not need to make any assumptions. We are going to
show that omitting certain terms on the right-hand side of
Eq. �2.9� one obtains inequalities stronger than the respective
entropic inequality. For this purpose let us assume that � is
separable, i.e., of the form �1.1�. Then the matrix ��A

=�ipiV�i
TV† � �̃i is obviously positive since V�i

TV†�0 for
�i�0. Moreover, let us recall the fact that even though the
product of two positive matrices A�0 and B�0 need not be
a positive matrix, the trace of the product is always nonne-
gative, i.e., TrAB�0 �34�. In further considerations we also
apply the fact that, in general, terms such as

Ql1,. . .,ln

k1,. . .,kn��� = Tr��l1���A�k1�l2���A�k2
¯ �ln���A�kn� �2.10�

with li ,ki�N and odd k1+ ¯ +kn are negative for some en-
tangled states. The negativity of terms such as Eq. �2.10�
may be easily seen in case of a d-dimensional maximally
entangled state

� = P+
�d� =

1

d
�
i,j=0

d−1

�ii��j j� . �2.11�

First, one sees that �lj =� and P+
�d�TA = �1 /d�V�2�, where V�2� is

the known swap operator defined as V�2���1���2�= ��2���1�
with ��1�2���Cd. Second, the Hermiticity and unitarity
of V�2� allow us to write that ���A�kj = �1 /dkj�1d whenever
kj is even, and ���A�kj = �1 /dkj��V � 1d�V�2��V† � 1d�
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= �1 /dkj−1�P+
�d��A for odd kj. Therefore the expression �2.10�

reduces to

Ql1,. . .,ln

k1,. . .,kn�P+
�d�� =

Tr�P+
�d�P+

�d��A�r

dk1+¯+kn−r =
Tr�P+

�d�P+
�d��AP+

�d��r

dk1+¯+kn−r , �2.12�

where r is an odd number. Moreover, P+
�d�P+

�d��AP+
�d�

=−�1 /d�P+
�d�, which makes the expression in Eq. �2.12� nega-

tive.
Now let us consider the special cases of Eq. �2.9�. For

�=3 we obtain

Tr�B
3 = Tr�3 + 2Tr�2��A + Tr����A�2. �2.13�

Since for any natural n and separable state � the matrices ��A

and �n are positive, one concludes that Tr�n��A �0. Thus,
under the assumption that � is separable one may omit the
term Tr�2��A, obtaining the following inequality:

Tr�B
3 � Tr�3 + Tr����A�2. �2.14�

Since Tr����A�2�0 even for entangled states, one could see
that this inequality is more powerful than its entropic coun-
terpart Tr�B

3 �Tr�3.
In an analogous way one may derive an inequality for �

=4. From Eq. �2.9� one has

Tr�B
4 = Tr�4 + 3Tr�3��A + 2Tr�2���A�2 + Tr����A�2

+ Tr����A�3. �2.15�

The term Tr����A�2 is always positive since Tr����A�2

=Tr�����A���2. Now, omitting the terms with odd number
of ��A in the product, which may be negative for some en-
tangled states, one obtains

Tr�B
4 � Tr�4 + 2Tr�2���A�2 + Tr����A�2. �2.16�

Again, this inequality must be stronger than its entropic
counterpart since all terms in the above are positive.

Finally, for �=5 from Eq. �2.9� we obtain

Tr�B
5 = Tr�5 + 4Tr�4��A + 3Tr�3���A�2 + 3Tr�2��A���A

+ 2Tr�2���A�3 + 2Tr���A����A�2 + Tr����A�4.

�2.17�

For separable � terms in which ��A occurs in odd powers
may be omitted since they are positive. Indeed, positivity of
Tr�4��A and Tr�2���A�3 for separable states follows from the
previous analysis, while positivity of Tr���A����A�2 may be
proven as follows:

Tr���A����A�2 = Tr��A���A��A� = Tr��A���A��†���A�� � 0.

�2.18�

Now, omitting the mentioned terms, we have

Tr�B
5 � Tr�5 + 3Tr�3���A�2 + 3Tr�2��A���A + Tr����A�4.

�2.19�

Since

Tr�2��A���A = Tr���A���A� = Tr�����A��†�����A�� � 0,

�2.20�

all the terms appearing in the inequality �2.19� are positive
even for entangled states and thus again the inequality �2.19�
is stronger than the respective entropic one.

It should be clarified that our aim is to leave on the right-
hand side of the derived inequalities only the terms that re-
main positive, even if partial time reversal of a state is not a
positive matrix. Then the possibility of violation of the re-
spective inequalities by entangled states is stronger. In gen-
eral �i.e., for natural ��6� it is not clear which terms of the
form �2.10� are positive when ��A is positive and which
could become negative for NPT states. Therefore, in general,
we do not know which terms can be removed on the right-
hand side of Eq. �2.9� to obtain the strong inequalities for
higher �. Hence to derive the inequalities for arbitrary �
�N \ 
0� we make an additional assumption that �� ,��A�=0,
which in the case of qubit-qudit states, by virtue of the fact
that 12 � �B=�+��A, is equivalent to the condition �12

� �B ,��=0. Now we state the general criterion for states
acting on C2 � Cd as the following fact.

Fact 1. Let � represent a separable state acting on C2

� Cd and commuting with 12 � �B. Then for ��N, ��1 the
following inequality holds:

Tr�B
� � �

k=0

���−1�/2� �� − 1

2k
Tr��−2k���A�2k. �2.21�

The proof of the fact is rather straightforward and follows
from the commutativity of � and ��A and the known Newton
binomial formula.

For the sake of simplicity the above may be rewritten as

Tr�B
� �

1

2
�Tr��� + ��A��−1 + Tr��� − ��A��−1� . �2.22�

On the other hand, to show that this inequality is stronger
than the entropic one, it may also be rewritten as follows:

Tr�B
� � Tr�� + �

k=1

���−1�/2� �� − 1

2k
Tr��−2k���A�2k. �2.23�

Since the second term in the above is always positive �even
for entangled ��, all the inequalities for arbitrary natural �
�2 are stronger than their entropic counterparts �note, that
for �=2 the above inequality becomes the standard entropic
inequality�.

Remark 1.1. One should note that if �A is nondegenerate
and �A � 1d commutes with the state �, then immediately �
must be separable. This follows form the fact that then the
latter has to have all its eigenvectors of the separable form
��� � ��� where ��� is an eigenvector of �A and ��� is some
vector from the Hilbert space describing the second sub-
system.

Remark 1.2. One could easily see that in case d=2, i.e.,
two-qubit states its is possible to derive a dual inequality of
Eq. �2.23� with map � acting on the subsystem B, which is
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Tr�A
� �

1

2
�Tr��� + ��B��−1 + Tr��� − ��B��−1� . �2.24�

Remark 1.3. It should also be emphasized that Eq. �2.22�
leads to a stronger inequality, from which, however, it seems
impossible to construct the many copy entanglement wit-
nesses. The inequality follows from the observation that for
separable states ��A�B� �0, which implies that ��A�B� = ���A�B��.
Hence one may rewrite Eq. �2.22� as

Tr�B
� �

1

2
�Tr��� + ���A���−1 + Tr��� − ��A��−1� . �2.25�

We add the absolute value only in the first term since it can
increase the right-hand side, while in case of the second term
the addition of the absolute value could decrease it.

To show the effectiveness of Eq. �2.21� we consider two
classes of two-qubit states. The first are the two-qubit Bell-
diagonal states

�Bell�p,q,r� = pP+ + qP− + rQ+ + �1 − p − q − r�Q−, �2.26�

where P� and Q� are projectors onto Bell states ����
= �1 /�2���01�� �10�� and ����= �1 /�2���00�� �11��, respec-
tively. Bell-diagonal states have a simple form �35� in terms
of the Pauli matrices �2.6�:

�Bell�t� =
1

4
�12 � 12 + �

i=1

3

tii � i , �2.27�

where ti�V �i=1,2 ,3� and V is a tetrahedron with vertices
�−1,−1,−1�, �−1,1 ,1�, �1,−1,1�, and �1,1 ,−1� correspond-
ing to all four two-qubit Bell states �see Fig. 1�c��. It follows
immediately from �2.27� that both subsystems of �Bell are
maximally mixed and thus our inequalities may be applied
here.

We compare Eq. �2.21� to the one derived in Ref. �17�,
i.e.,

S�
T�M�� �

1 − 21−�

� − 1
, �2.28�

where M denotes the Bell-diagonal observable with nonde-
generate spectrum and S�

T stands for the Tsallis entropy of the
classical probability distribution. The Tsallis entropy of a
probability distribution P= �p1 , . . . , pn� is defined as S�

T�P�
= �1−�k�pk��� / ��−1�. The results obtained for �=3 and �
=6 �Fig. 1� show that the region of states not detected by Eq.
�2.21� is smaller than the one derived from inequality �2.28�.

The second class are the two-parameter states considered
in Ref. �36�:

�̃�b,c� = a�
i=0

1

�ii��ii� + b��−���−� + c��+���+� , �2.29�

where ���� are defined as previously and a= �1 /2��1−b−c�.
One can easily check that TrB�̃�b ,c�=TrA�̃�b ,c�= �1 /2�12

and the assumption of Fact 1 is satisfied. Comparison with
the entropic inequalities for �=3 and �=5 is shown in Fig.
2.

B. General scalar inequalities

In the paragraph we generalize the above results to bipar-
tite systems with arbitrarily dimensional subsystems. The
property 12 � �B=�+��A possessed by states on the Hilbert
space C2 � Cd is in general not valid for systems defined on
CdA � CdB. However, the separability criterion based on the
general map 	U

�−� provides us with the operator inequalities

�A � 1dB
��+��B

U
and 1dA

� �B��+��A
U
, which are true for

an arbitrary bipartite separable state. In the following fact we
propose an inequality resulting from the Breuer-Hall map.

Fact 2. If a given state � on CdA � CdB is separable and has
the property that �� ,�A � 1dB

�=0 ��� ,1dA
� �B�=0� then for

an arbitrary natural number ��1 �37�

Tr�A�B�
� � Tr��� + ��B�A�

U
��−1. �2.30�

Proof. The proof is a simple consequence of few well
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FIG. 1. Comparison of inequality �2.21� and that proposed in
Ref. �17� in the case of Bell-diagonal states. In both upper figures
�a� the region which satisfies our inequalities is presented �left for
�=3 and right for �=6�, while in figures �b� the states satisfying
inequalities from Ref. �17� are shown �for the same values of ��.
For comparison in figure �c� the tetrahedron of all the Bell-diagonal
states and octahedron containing Bell-diagonal separable states are
displayed �35�.
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known facts. Let � be a state obeying the assumptions of the
theorem. Then, since in general

��,�A � 1dB
��B

U
= ���B

U
,�A � 1dB

� , �2.31�

the assumption �� ,�A � 1dB
�=0 implies that ���B

U
,�A � 1dB

�
=0. Therefore one has

�A
�−1

� 1dB
= ��A � 1dB

��−1 � �� + ��B
U
��−1. �2.32�

Exploiting the property that if A�B then X†AX�X†BX for
an arbitrary matrix X, we may write

����A � 1dB
��−1�� � ���� + ��B

U
��−1�� . �2.33�

Finally, since if A�B then also TrA�TrB, we obtain the
postulated inequality

Tr���A � 1dB
��−1 = Tr�A

� � Tr��� + ��B
U
��−1, �2.34�

finishing the proof. �
Remark 2.1. Assuming that ��A � 1dB

,��=0 the operator
inequality in Eq. �2.32� itself may lead to a criterion detect-
ing entanglement, which is stronger than the one for �=2,
i.e., following from the linear map. Analysis of these in-
equalities will be made in one of the next subsections.

Remark 2.2. Assuming again that � represents a separable

state one has ���A�B�
U

�=��A�B�
U

and therefore

Tr�A�B�
� � Tr��� + ���B�A�

U
���−1. �2.35�

This inequality is stronger than the previous one, however,
since it contains an absolute value of a matrix, it is, to our
knowledge, not measurable on few copies of a state.

The generalization of Fact 1 to higher-dimensional states
is also possible. Let us state it as the following fact.

Fact 3. Assume that � is a separable state acting on CdA

� CdB and that the commutator �� ,1dA
� �B� disappears, then

for a natural number ��1

Tr�A
� �

1

2
�Tr��� + ��B

U
��−1 + Tr��� − ��B

U
��−1� . �2.36�

Proof. Let us consider the map 	U
�+� introduced at the

beginning of the section, Eq. �2.3�. It leads to the separability

criterion 1dA
� �B��−��A

U
. Now, applying the methods used

in the proof of Fact 2 to the criterion resulting from 	U
�+� we

obtain the following inequality:

Tr�B
� � Tr��� − ��A

U
��−1, �2.37�

which is fulfilled by all separable states satisfying the com-
mutativity assumption. Combining the inequalities �2.30�
and �2.37� we obtain the inequality �2.36�. Note that the
analogous inequality can be also derived for the second sub-
system. �

Remark 3.1 For states � that commute with ��A
U

�i.e.,

�� ,��A
U
�=0� and for natural ��2 some terms on the right-

hand side of the inequality �2.30� can be removed, leading to
general inequalities of the form

Tr�A�B�
� � Tr�� + G���� , �2.38�

where G���� is a sum of terms of type �2.10� such that the
inequality remains true for all separable states. Note that the
same procedure was proposed in the previous subsection.
Since again, the above represents somehow improved en-
tropic inequality it should, in principle, be more powerful,
whenever G���� is positive for any entangled state �. Note
that the inequality proposed in Fact 3 is also of this form,

however, the commutativity assumption ���A
U

,��=0 is not
required in this case.

It is interesting to analyze the limit �→� for the inequal-
ity �2.36�. It can be easily done if one assumes that

�� ,��A
U
�=0. Let us transform Eq. �2.36� to the following

form:

log Tr�B
�

1 − �
�

log�1

2
Tr���� + ��A

U
��−1 + �� − ��A

U
��−1��

1 − �
.

�2.39�

The left-hand side of the above inequality is the Renyi en-
tropy of subsystem �B, and due to Ref. �38� in the limit �
→� gives −log��B�, where ��B� is an operator norm of �B.

Due to the assumption that �� ,��A
U
�=0, there exists a com-

mon orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of � and ��A
U
. We

denote it by 
��i��. Then �+��A
U

and �−��A
U

must have the
same eigenvectors as �.

Let �i, �i
�, �i

+, �i
− denote eigenvalues of �, ��A

U
, �+��A

U

and �−��A
U
, corresponding to eigenvector ��i�. We can than

rewrite Eq. �2.39� as
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FIG. 2. The comparison of entropic inequalities and the present
ones in the case of states given by Eq. �2.29�. The triangle specifies
the range of parameters b and c for which Eq. �2.29� represents a
state. Square S denotes a subset of separable states. States which are
not detected by standard entropic inequalities are represented by
darker gray set marked with R, while the brighter gray set marked
with N indicates the states which are not detected by the inequality
�2.21�. The sets overlap in the region near separable states �i.e.,
S�N�R�. From the analysis one concludes that the set of en-
tangled states detected by our inequalities is considerably bigger
than the set corresponding to entropic inequalities. Plots are made
for �=3 and �=5.
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log Tr�B
�

1 − �
�

log�1

2�
i

�i���i
+��−1 + ��i

−��−1��
1 − �

.

�2.40�

We need to show that the argument of logarithm is positive.
Henceforward we will assume that all �i are strictly positive
since terms with �i=0 do not contribute to the sum under
logarithm. Therefore one sees that

�
i

�i���i
+��−1 + ��i

−��−1� � 0 �2.41�

and since all terms in the sum are nonnegative the equality is
possible only if ��i

+��−1+ ��i
−��−1=0 for all i. This, however,

is impossible since all such terms are of the form ��i+�i
��k

+ ��i−�i
��k with �i�0 and �i

��0. Now the positivity can be
seen by a straightforward calculation using the binomial for-
mula.

We introduce the following notation �max
+ =maxi
��i

+��,
�max

− =maxi
��i
−��, remembering that we exclude the situation

�i=0. So �max
� are the maximum eigenvalues of �����A

U
�

corresponding to a nonzero �i. By qmax we denote

max
�max
+ ,�max

− �. Moreover, let �̃i
+=�i

+ /qmax and �̃i
−

=�i
− /qmax. Now we may rewrite Eq. �2.40� as

log Tr�B
�

1 − �
�

log qmax
�−1

1 − �
+

log�1

2�
i

�i���̃i
+��−1 + ��̃i

−��−1��
1 − �

�2.42�

and finally as

log Tr�B
�

1 − �
� − log qmax +

log�1

2�
i

�i���̃i
+��−1 + ��̃i

−��−1��
1 − �

.

�2.43�

It should be mentioned that the logarithm in the second term
on the right-hand side of the above inequality is finite in the

limit �→� since �i�i���̃i
+��−1+ ��̃i

−��−1� is bounded from
above and can never approach zero when �→�. Zero under
logarithm can only come from a term 1+ �−1�� which is
equivalent to �max

+ =�max
− and �i

−=−�max
− for some i �let us

denote this particular index by N�. This, in turn, could hap-
pen only if �N+�N

� =−��N−�N
� � leading to �N=0. Such situ-

ation, however, was excluded at the outset. Thus, one sees
that the logarithm is always finite and taking the limit �
→� on both sides we obtain

− log��B� � − log qmax, �2.44�

which can be also written as

��B� � max
�max
+ ,�max

− � . �2.45�

A similar inequality could be derived for �A. Moreover, com-
parison with Eq. �1.8� shows that the just derived inequality
must be stronger than its entropic counterpart. Let us now

present the second inequality which is also based on Breuer-
Hall map, however, its derivation is a little bit more involv-
ing.

Fact 4. Assume that � acting on CdA � CdB is separable and

�� ,��A�B�
U

�=0 with a given antisymmetric unitary U. Then for
��1 the following inequality holds:

Tr�B�A�
� � 2�−1Tr����+1�/2���A�B�

U
���−1�/2� . �2.46�

Proof. The proof goes along the same lines as presented in
Ref. �15�. First we may write

Tr�B
� = Tr��1dA

� �B��−1 = Treln �e��−1�ln �1dA
��B�. �2.47�

Now, since TreAeB�TreA+B �see Ref. �39�� and due to the

equation 1dA
� �B��+��A

U
and monotonicity of the loga-

rithm, we have

Tr�B
� � Treln �+��−1�ln��+��A

U
�. �2.48�

Then we may use concavity of the logarithm to obtain

Tr�B
� � 2�−1Tre���+1�/2�ln �+���−1�/2�ln ��A

U

. �2.49�

Finally by virtue of the assumption that � and ��A
U

commute
we have the commutativity of their logarithms, and therefore

Tr�B
� � 2�−1Tr����+1�/2���A

U
���−1�/2� , �2.50�

finishing the proof. �
Remark 4.1. The remark here is that in the above inequal-

ity for �=2k one gets the square roots of ��A
U
, which in case

of entangled states may lead to complex eigenvalues. More-
over, the inequality may be strengthened by taking only the

even powers of ��A
U
, since in such case the right-hand side

would remain positive even for entangled states. Therefore
we assume that �=4k+1. Then the inequality may be rewrit-
ten as

Tr�B�A�
4k+1 � 24kTr��2k+1���A�B�

U
�2k� �k = 0,1, . . . � .

�2.51�

Remark 4.2. If we take the values of � as in Remark 4.1.,
i.e., �k=4k+1 it is again possible to derive the inequality for
k→�. The reasoning is similar as in the limiting case of
inequality �2.36�. We take the logarithm of both sides of Eq.
�2.46� and divide the inequality by 1−�k=−4k obtaining

log Tr�B�A�
4k+1

− 4k
�

log 24k�Tr�����A�B�
U

�2k�
− 4k

. �2.52�

It is easy to check that in the limit k→� after omitting the
logarithm we obtain

��B� � 2�����A
U
� . �2.53�

Remark 4.3. In the case when neither �� ,��A
U
�=0 nor

��A � 1dB
,��=0, it is still possible to derive certain inequality

detecting entanglement, however, most probably not measur-
able. To achieve this goal we use two facts. The first one says
that for arbitrary matrices A and B, the following equality:
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lim
m→�

�eB/2meA/meB/2m�m = eA+B �2.54�

holds �see Ref. �39��. Therefore one sees that

e���+1�/2� ln �+���−1�/2� ln ��A

= lim
m→�

�e���+1�/4m� ln �e���−1�/2m� ln ��A
U

e���+1�/4m� ln ��m

= lim
m→�

�����+1�/4m����A
U
����−1�/2m�����+1�/4m��m. �2.55�

and by virtue of the continuity of the trace, we have

Tr�B
� � lim

m→�
Tr����+1�/4m���A

U
���−1�/2m���+1�/4m�m. �2.56�

As the second fact we make use of the inequality �40�

Tr�Br��BA�B�s� � Tr
��↑�A��s��↓�B��r+s� , �2.57�

where A and B are positive n
n matrices, r�0, and s�1.
Here, �↑�A� and �↓�A� are defined as

�↑�A� =�
1 0 ¯ 0

0 2 ¯ 0

] ] � ]

0 0 ¯ n

� �2.58�

and

�↓�A� =�
n 0 ¯ 0

0 n−1 ¯ 0

] ] � ]

0 0 ¯ 1

� , �2.59�

where 1�2� ¯ �n are singular values of A, i.e., eigen-
values of �A�=�A†A.

Substituting r=0, s=m, �B=���+1�/4m, and A

= ���A
U
���−1�/2m to Eq. �2.57�, one arrives at

Tr�B
� � lim

m→�
Tr„
�↑����A

U
���−1�/2m��m��↓����+1�/2m��m

… .

�2.60�

Moreover, in the case of Hermitian A one has �↑�Ak�
= ��↑�A��k, which in turn allows us to write

Tr�B
� � lim

m→�
Tr
��↑���A

U
����−1�/2��↓������+1�/2�

= Tr
��↑���A
U
����−1�/2��↓������+1�/2� . �2.61�

Since for a density matrix ���=� the singular values of � are
just its eigenvalues.

C. Operator inequalities

In the proof of Fact 2 we considered an operator inequal-
ity given by Eq. �2.32�. As we will see below this operator
inequality is interesting to be analyzed itself. Namely, assum-
ing that a given � on CdA � CdB is separable and obeys
�� ,�A � 1dB

�=0, then

��A � 1dB
�� � �� + ��B

U
�� �2.62�

for natural ��1. Equivalently, under the assumption that
�� ,1dA

� �B�=0, we get the dual inequality of the form

�1dA
� �B�� � �� + ��A

U
��. �2.63�

Both inequalities are an immediate consequences of the fact
that if �A ,B�=0 then A�B�0 implies A��B� for real �
�0.

For states that commute with ��B
U

�i.e., �� ,��B
U
�=0�, the

inequality �2.62� gives rise to the family of inequalities of the
form

��A � 1dB
�� � �� + G���� , �2.64�

where G���� denotes a linear combination of products of

different powers of � and ��B
U
. The operator G���� obviously

depends on parameter � and is obtained by removing some
positive terms on the right-hand side of the inequality �2.62�.

An example of inequality of the type �2.64� is

��A � 1dB
�� � �� + �

k=1

��/2�
��−2k���B

U
�2k, �2.65�

where the terms with odd powers of ��B
U

have been removed,

since for separable states �m���B
U
�n�0 for all m, n�1. On

the other hand, using the same arguments as in the proof of
Fact 3 one may derive an operator analog of Eq. �2.36�.
Again, it is enough to assume that �� ,�A � 1�. It may be
written in the form

��A � 1dB
�� � �� + ��B

U
�� �

1

2
��� + ��B

U
�� + �� − ��B

U
��� .

�2.66�

Note that �2.66� gives �2.65� when �� ,��B
U
�=0. One should

notice, that if the state � has negative partial time reversal
then the removed terms could become nonpositive and re-
moving them from Eq. �2.62� should make the inequality
more powerful than the Breuer criterion. The comparison to
Breuer criterion and others is presented in the next section.

D. Comparison

We shall now compare the scalar inequalities and the op-
erator inequality introduced in previous paragraphs with the
known scalar and structural separability criteria, paying par-
ticular attention to the entropic inequalities and the criterion
formulated by Breuer �30�. The large class of states that pos-
sesses all the features necessary to apply the inequalities de-
rived in previous sections are the rotationally invariant bipar-
tite states �for some results on separability properties of
SO�3�-invariant states see Refs. �41,42��. They have maxi-
mally mixed subsystems and their partial time reversal with
respect to arbitrary subsystem does not change the eigenvec-
tors of a state, so they fulfil the assumption �� ,��A�B��=0.
Every bipartite SO�3�-invariant state with subsystems of spin
j1 and j2 such that j1� j2 can be written in the basis of
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projections on eigenspaces of total angular momentum PJ,
where J= �j1− j2� , . . . , j1+ j2, i.e.,

� = �
J=�j1−j2�

j1+j2

�JPJ. �2.67�

Normalization is such that TrPJ=1.
We shall focus our attention on the case of 4 � 4 states for

which entanglement is fully characterized by partial transpo-
sition and Breuer’s map, i.e., Breuer criterion in this case
detects all bound entangled states. Each state depends on
three nonnegative parameters p, q, r such that 0�1− p−q
−r�1 and can be written as

��p,q,r� = pP0 + qP1 + rP2 + �1 − p − q − r�P3.

�2.68�

We start the analysis with comparing the new inequalities
�2.36� and �2.46� with standard entropic ones. As shown in
Fig. 3 the set of states that fulfil the entropic inequality is
much larger than these for the present inequalities. Thus the
scalar criteria �2.36� and �2.46� resulting from the extended
reduction map are indeed much stronger than the entropic
ones, since for the same values of � they detect more en-
tangled states �regions outside the respective sets�. Moreover
the significant feature of the derived inequalities is that they
detect PPT entangled states. However, in the limit �→� the

inequality �2.36� detects all bound entangled states, whereas
inequality �2.46� only some part of the set.

In Figs. 4 and 5 the effectiveness of the inequalities pro-
posed in the paper is shown. The comparison of inequalities
�2.35� and �2.36� is made in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the
second is stronger than the first one, i.e., detects more en-
tangled states for the same value of parameter �. Comparing
the figures in the right column one can see how the PPT
entangled states are detected with the growth of parameter �.
In the limit �→� �marked in each figure with L� both in-
equalities detect the whole set of bound entangled states.

The effectiveness of Eq. �2.51� is shown in Fig. 5. The set
marked with I converges to the one marked by L with the
growing �. It should be noticed that even for relatively small
values of � the difference between the sets I and L is small.

In Fig. 6 we compare the operator inequality �2.65� de-
rived in the previous section with the positive map criterion
proposed by Breuer. The figures contain also the scalar in-
equality �2.36� since it may be considered as a scalar analog
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FIG. 3. The comparison of entropic inequalities with these de-
rived in the present paper for �=5, �a� and �→�, �b� and state
parameter p=0 and p=0.2. The range of parameters q ,r that repre-
sent a state for given p is the triangle marked in each picture. The
sets for which the respective inequalities are fulfilled overlap in the
area around the separable states and therefore only some parts of
them are visible in the pictures. To avoid confusion the sets are
marked both with colors and letters. The largest, E, the set for
which the �-entropic inequality is fulfilled, N, inequality �2.36�, I,
inequality �2.46� and the smallest S, the set of separable states. The
dashed line is the border of the set of PPT states.
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FIG. 4. The comparison of inequalities �2.36� and �2.35� for �
=3 �a�, �=8 �b�, and �=15 �c� and state parameter p=0 and p
=0.2. The set of parameters q ,r which represent a state for given p
is the triangle marked in each figure. Sets for which respective
inequalities are fulfilled overlap in the region surrounding the set of
separable states S �i.e., S�L�M �N�. We mark them as follows,
N, states that fulfil Eq. �2.36�, M, Eq. �2.35�, L, the limit �→� of
Eqs. �2.36� and �2.35�. The dashed line is the border of the set of
PPT states.
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of Eq. �2.65�. It is clearly seen that the operator inequality
�2.65�, though arising from the Breuer’s map, detects some
entanglement where the Breuer’s map fails. The scalar in-
equality is weaker than the operator one, however, in the
limit �→� both criteria are equivalent for this class of
states.

III. MULTICOPY ENTANGLEMENT WITNESSES

Here we discuss the applicability of just introduced scalar
inequalities for construction of multicopy entanglement wit-
nesses. One knows that measuring such observables may
provide more information about entanglement of a given �
than witnesses defined on a single copy. In particular, re-
cently two-copy entanglement witnesses were shown to be a
lower bound for concurrence of � �43�.

First, the notions of the n-copy observable and n-copy
entanglement witness were proposed in Ref. �29�. The latter
are Hermitian operators W�n� such that their mean value on n
copies of any separable state � is positive and there exists an
entangled state for which this mean value is negative. An
example of such operator unambiguously determining
whether the state is entangled was provided in Ref. �44� for
any two-qubit state and in Ref. �42� for 2 � d rotationally
invariant states with odd d.

Below we will show how the scalar inequalities consid-
ered in the present paper can be reformulated in terms of a
single collective witness. First we present the general multi-
copy approach to entanglement tests in both scalar �based on
witnesses� and structural �based on maps� scenarios. Con-
sider the scalar inequalities provided in Secs. II A and II B.
They are all of the form

Tr��
i=1

m

�i�
j=1

�

�ij��� � 0 �3.1�

for some linear maps �ij that preserve Hermiticity and coef-
ficients �i�R. For instance, the inequality given by Eq.
�2.36� has this form if m=3 and

�1j = TrB �j = 1, . . . ,�� ,

�21 = �31 = I ,

�2j = I + �B
U �j = 2, . . . ,�� ,

�3j = I − �B
U �j = 2, . . . ,�� , �3.2�

�1=1, �2=�3=−1 /2, and where I is an identity map and TrB
denotes a partial trace over the second subsystem.

Now, assuming that Tr�� j�ij�����R for all i, we provide
multicopy entanglement witnesses that follow from the
above scalar inequalities and go beyond these provided for
entropic inequalities �29�. First, let us denote by V�n� the
n-copy swap operator

V�n���1���2� ¯ ��n� = ��n���1� ¯ ��n−1� , �3.3�

which is a straightforward multipartite generalization of V�2�

introduced in Sec. II A. It has the property that
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FIG. 5. The set of states that fulfil the Eq. �2.46� is marked with
I, the limiting case �→� of this inequality is denoted by L. Again
S denotes the set of separable states and the dashed line the border
of the set of PPT states. �S�L� I� The triangle is the set of param-
eters q ,r which represent a state. The figures are made for two
values of state parameter p=0 and p=0.2 and �=5 �a�, �=17 �b�.
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FIG. 6. The comparison of operator inequality �2.65� with the
scalar inequality �2.36� and the Breuer map criterion for �=6 �a�
and �=13 �b�. The set of parameters q ,r which represent a state for
p=0 and p=0.2 is the triangle marked in each figure. Sets for which
respective inequalities are fulfilled are marked as follows, B, the set
of states that remain positive after the action of Breuer’s map, the
borders of the set are marked with the thick gray line since the set
is partially covered by other sets. O, states that fulfil Eq. �2.65�, N,
states that fulfil Eq. �2.36�. The dashed line is the border of the set
of PPT states. The set of separable states is the intersection of B and
the set of PPT states.
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Tr�V�n��1 � ¯ � �n� = Tr��1 ¯ �n� . �3.4�

However, one should notice that

Tr�V�n�†�1 � ¯ � �n� = Tr��n ¯ �1� , �3.5�

which is not the same as in Eq. �3.4�. The equivalence be-
tween these two formulas exist only if both traces are real.

One can see that V�n� is not a Hermitian operator and as
such it cannot be treated as an observable. However, instead
of V�n� one may consider its Hermitian counterpart

Ṽ�n� =
1

2
�V�n� + V�n�†� , �3.6�

of which the mean value on n copies of the state � gives
exactly Tr�n. Now, to take into account the maps in the
formula �3.1�, we use approach exploited already in case of
positive maps method �26� and define the following collec-
tive witness:

W��� = �
i=1

m

�i��
j=1

�

�ij
†�Ṽ���� �3.7�

which is Hermitian by the construction. Here by �† we de-
note a dual map of �, i.e., the map obeying Tr�X��Y��
=Tr��†�X�Y� for all matrices X and Y.

Then the collective witness inequality that is equivalent to
Eq. �3.1� is of the form

Tr�W������� � 0. �3.8�

As illustrative examples we consider witnesses following
from inequalities given by Eq. �2.36� and the ones given by
Eq. �2.51�. In the first case one needs to take dual maps
�ij

† �i=1,2 ,3 , j=1, . . . ,�� of the ones defined by Eq. �3.2�.
In the second case one takes �1j for j=1, . . . ,4k+1 as de-
fined in the previous case and

�2j = I �j = 1, . . . ,2k + 1� ,

�2j = �A�B�
U �j = 2k + 2, . . . ,4k + 1� ,

�1 = 1, �2 = − 24k. �3.9�

Now we come back to operator inequalities of the type
proposed in Sec. II C. They are all of the form

�
i=1

m

�i�
j=1

�

�ij��� � 0, �3.10�

where again �ij are Hermiticity-preserving linear maps. Here
we shall proceed in a slightly different way to highlight the
analogy to positive maps separability condition. Namely, we
can define the linear, map 	�n� :HAB

�n→HAB by the formula

	�n��·� = �
k,m,i1,·,in

PkmTr�Pki1
� Pi1i2

� Pi2i3
� ¯ � Pinm�·��

�3.11�

with Pij = �i��j�. The above map satisfies 	����A1 � A2 � ¯

� A��=A1A2¯A� for any operators Ai. Using the above map
we can define the map

���� = 	��� � �
i=1

m

�i�
j=1

n

�ij �3.12�

and then the operator inequality �3.10� looks as follows:

��������� � 0. �3.13�

Since this inequality is satisfied iff ����������������0 for
any vector ���, we can immediately provide infinite set of
n-copy entanglement witnesses

W�
��� 	 ����†�������� . �3.14�

IV. SPECIAL INEQUALITY WITH THE REFLECTION
MAP AND ITS REPRESENTATION IN TERMS

OF EXPERIMENTAL QUANTITIES

A. Quadratic inequality based on reflection

Following the PPT test it is immediate to see that the
following inequality is satisfied for any separable state

Tr����A�B�
U

� � 0. �4.1�

The above condition is related to the entropic inequality �1.6�
by Eq. �2.30� �both taken with �=2�

Tr�A�B�
2 − Tr�2 � Tr����B�A�

U
� . �4.2�

So whenever this inequality is fulfilled �this is the case for
some entangled states� Eq. �4.1� may be violated indepen-
dently of respective entropic inequality. The effectiveness of
inequalities in case of rotationally invariant states considered
in Sec. II D is presented in Fig. 7. Below we shall consider
experimental detectability of the inequality �4.1� in case of
the bipartite systems simulated by multiqubit ones.
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FIG. 7. The comparison of the entropic inequalities �1.4� for
�=2 and Tr����A�B���0 for 4 � 4 rotationally invariant states
�2.68�. In all figures the light gray area marked with S represents
separable states. �a� The set of states that fulfill the entropic inequal-
ity Tr�A�B�

2 −Tr�2�0 �dark gray region marked with E�. �b� The set
of states that fulfill the inequality Tr����A�B���0 �dark gray region
marked with I�. The range of parameters q and r which represent
the state for p=0, p=0.3, and p=0.6 is the triangle marked in all the
figures.
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B. Experimental detection of ��� for multiqubit systems

Consider an arbitrary state of n qubits �A1. . .An
. By the map

�i0
we shall denote the reflection of i0th qubit on a Bloch

sphere, i.e.,

�i0
��A1,. . .,An

� = 1n\i0
� y

Ai0�A1,. . .,An

�i0 1n\i0
� y

Ai0, �4.3�

where 1n\i0
means an identity acting on all parties excluding

the i0th one and �i0
denotes the partial transposition taken

with respect to the i0th particle. Since for any i , j the maps
�i ,� j commute, it makes sense to define for any set of in-
creasing indices �45� I�= 
i1 , . . . , ik� the map

�i1,. . .,ik
�·� = �i1

� ¯ � �ik
�·� = �·��I�. �4.4�

The latter notation will be used subsequently. Now we are
interested in general in measuring the following quantity:

Tr����I�� . �4.5�

It may be a little bit surprising that for two-qubit photon
polarization state � the above quantity can be measured with
virtually the same setup as in Ref. �18�. It consists of two
sources of pairs of photons and performs joint measurements
on their polarization degrees of freedom. First source emits
photons A and B, the second one A� and B�. Then the pho-
tons A and A� �B and B�, respectively� meet at the beam
splitter on Alice �Bob� side. Further, one measures whether
they went out of the beam splitter together �coalescence� or
not �anticoalescence� which formally corresponds to projec-
tion of two photon polarization state onto symmetric or an-
tisymmetric �singlet� subspace. Since this happens on both
Alice and Bob side the setup finally allows one to measure
joint probabilities �corresponding to coalescence-
coalescence, coalescence-anticoalescence, anticoalescence-
coalescence, and anticoalescence-anticoalescence�. For n qu-
bits the direct generalization of the latter experiment
�mathematics of which was considered in Ref. �46�� also
happens to work. The essential difference lies in the way, in
which one has to combine the probabilities that come out
from the experiment. Let us derive the probabilistic formula
for the quantity �4.1�. Consider the following collective two-
copy multiqubit entanglement witness:

WI�
�2� = 2�I�� �

i�I\I�

VAiAi�
�2� �

k�I�

PAkAk�
�−� , �4.6�

where �I�� denotes the number of elements of the set I�. Here
V�2� is a two-partite swap operator as defined in Eq. �3.3� and
P�−�= �1 /2��1−V�2�� is the antysymmetric projector, which is
essentially the projector onto the singlet state ��−�. Let us
recall that the subset of indices I� enumerates the qubits, on
which the reflection in the second copy is to be performed.
We have explicitly put the dependence of the observable on
that set of indices.

After a little bit of algebra we get that our quantity �4.1� is
reproduced as collective mean value of the observable

��WI�
�2���� 	 Tr�WI�

�2�
� � �� = Tr����I�� . �4.7�

Note that this quantity is closely related to entropic inequali-
ties on multipartite qubits considered in Ref. �46� �which are

natural generalizations of original entropic inequalities �11��
as well as to multipartite concurrences �47� or other state
functions based on nonlinear operations �48�.

Now there is a question how to measure the mean value
of W

I�
�2�. Consider the generalization of the scheme �18� in a

spirit of Ref. �46�. In this case on each pair of qubits
AiAi� �i=1, . . . ,n� one performs the measurement projecting
onto one of two projectors, i.e., symmetric or antisymmetric
one P���= �1 /2��1�V�2��. For simplicity we shall denote the
symmetric and antysymmetric projector by slightly different
notations P�0� and P�1�, respectively �note that the index is
even or odd when the symmetry is even or odd�.

With help of this notation let us denote the joint probabili-
ties resulting in the experiment by

p�s1, . . . ,sn� = Tr��
j=1

n

PAjAj�
�sj� �A1,. . .,An

� �A1�,. . .,An� ,

�4.8�

where si� 
0,1�. Now we derive the mean value of the ob-
servable �4.6�. Let us define the characteristic function �I� of
a set of indices I� in a standard way, i.e., �I��i�=1 if i� I�

and zero otherwise. Let us also introduce the function �i
˜ �s�

	�I��i��s,1+�I\I��i�, where s� 
0,1�. Then the mean value of
the observable �4.6� is

��WI�
�2���� = �

s1,. . .,sn

�− 1��isi�I\I��i���̃1�s1� ¯ �̃n�sn��


 p�s1, . . . ,sn� . �4.9�

The above complicated-looking formula has a very el-
ementary interpretation. In fact we are summing only over
such si that have index i� I� and only they contribute to the
“phase” in the sum. All the indices si with i� I� are put to be
one all the time. This can be easily seen in the following
examples.

Example 1. Consider three qubits �n=3� with the last one
reflected �I�= 
3��. Then the last index in the probability is
fixed to be one while the others are counted. This gives

��W
3�
�2���� = �

i,j=0

1

�− 1�i+jp�i, j,1�

= p�0,0,1� − p�0,1,1� − p�1,0,1� + p�1,1,1� .

�4.10�

Now we introduce further examples that will have important
interpretation in the context of bipartite systems.

Example 2. Consider again three qubits �n=3� with last
two reflected �I�= 
2,3��. This gives the very easy formula

��W
2,3�
�2� ��� = �

i=0

1

�− 1�ip�i,1,1� = p�0,1,1� − p�1,1,1� .

�4.11�

Example 3. Here we shall focus on four qubits �n=4� and
reflect the last two �I�= 
3,4��. The corresponding formula is
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��W
3,4�
�2� ��� = �

i,j=0

1

�− 1�i+jp�i, j,1,1�

= p�0,0,1,1� − p�0,1,1,1� − p�1,0,1,1�

+ p�1,1,1,1� . �4.12�

C. Application to bipartite systems of higher dimensions

Higher-dimensional bipartite systems, i.e., dA � dB with
dAdB�6 behave in general much different than low-
dimensional ones �dAdB�6�. In Sec. IV A we have seen this
from comparison of two scalar inequalities. In the last sec-
tion we have considered abstract problem of detection of
some quantity for multiqubit systems. To see how it can
work for bipartite one let us suppose that we are interested in
experimental demonstration of the inequality �4.1� for
higher-dimensional bipartite system AB. With three-qubit
state, say, in polarization generated with a single source we
can simulate 2 � 4 system interpreting the first qubit as a
subsystem A and the second two as a joint subsystem B.
Then the Example 2 above gives immediately an experimen-
tal realization of the inequality �4.1�. The particular impor-
tance of the inequality is that it involves only two probabili-
ties and as such should be experimentally more feasible than
the other ones.

Another important example is the one corresponding to
4 � 4 system. This is because reflection map plays an impor-
tant role in the indecomposable Breuer map. Any four qubit
state can be interpreted in this way and then the formula
�4.12� serves as an experimental simulation of the bipartite
test �4.1�.

Finally note that for two qubits the LHS of the analyzed
inequality is p�0,1�− p�1,1� which is just the difference of
anticoalescence and coalescence terms in experiment �18�. In
other words the LHS of Eq. �4.1� can be easily calculated
basing on experimental results of Ref. �18�. It amounts to
Tr�����= p�0,1�− p�1,1�=−0.2330�0.016�0 which
clearly violates the inequality. In this case we have a kind of
�undirect� experimental illustration of the presented ap-
proach. It must be stressed, though, that in this case �as in all
2 � N cases with reflection performed on the smaller system,
which includes Example 1 in Sec. IV B� the analyzed in-
equality is fully equivalent to entropic inequality �1.6� taken
with �=2. This is not, however, the case for Examples 2 and
3 �see Sec. IV B�.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The so called entropic inequalities are one of the best
known scalar separability criteria. However, being a direct
consequence of the reduction map, they are not useful in
detecting bound entanglement.

In the present paper we go beyond the reduction map and
derive much stronger entropiclike inequalities from the re-
cently introduced extended reduction criterion �30–32�. The
commutativity conditions make the inequalities applicable to
a particular, however large, class of states including the
states isomorphic to quantum channels. The comparison to

known criteria, i.e., Gühne-Lewenstein inequalities �17� for
two-qubit states, entropic inequalities �5,11–15�, and Breuer
witness �30� for 4 � 4 rotationally invariant bipartite states
shows the effectiveness of the new inequalities in detection
of both distillable and bound entanglement. It should be em-
phasized that due to the assumption about positive partial
transposition used in derivation of the inequalities they de-
tect some NPT entanglement in regions where the Breuer
witness fails. This is especially apparent if one takes the limit
�→� from the inequalities �2.36� and �2.46�. In case of the
discussed SO�3�-invariant states the obtained separability
criteria �2.35� and �2.36� not only detect bound entangled
states equivalently to Breuer witness but also almost the
whole region of NPT states. However, if one wants to detect
PPT entanglement effectively �i.e., using fewer copies of a
state� it is better to apply the inequality �2.30�.

By virtue of the recent results the derived inequalities
provide a simple way to construct a many-copy �collective�
entanglement witnesses. As discussed the inequalities may
also be strengthen due to the fact that for separable states
�A�B�

U ����0. Therefore when deriving inequalities one may
consider ��A�B�

U ���� instead of �A�B�
U ���. However, these ap-

proach is, to our knowledge, not useful in experimental real-
izations.

On the other hand, the proposed collective entanglement
witnesses seem to be experimentally feasible at least for low
values of parameter � which corresponds to number of cop-
ies of a state measured at a time. It is interesting that as a
by-product of the above analysis we have come across a
simple inequality which can be naturally implemented using
the known experimental schemes on photon polarizations. In
particular the results of the experiment on the usual two-
entropy �18� can be easily reinterpreted in terms of this in-
equality.

Though the effectiveness of the inequalities presented in
the paper, to our knowledge, one may derive them only in
special cases, namely, assuming some commutation rela-
tions. Therefore the presented results leave much place for
further investigation. Then it seems interesting to investigate
the dependence of efficiency of detecting entanglement or
bound entanglement on the matrix U used in construction of
the map �U. It would be also desirable to derive an inequality
similar to Eq. �2.46� without the assumption of commutation
of � and �A�B�

U ���, and stronger than Eq. �2.61�. Finally, it
seems interesting to pose the general question, which states
satisfy the assumed commutation relations and what can we
say about entanglement of a given density matrix � knowing
that it obeys them. We leave these questions as open prob-
lems for further research.
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